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ABSTRACT

The aim of this research is to develop an adaptive and interactive design workflow for robotic sand-shaping.
One of the challenges of working with natural materials is the increased level of complexity due to uncertain
material behaviour. In this work, a generative adversarial network (GAN) is used to expedite material simu-
lations. We train an image-to-image GAN to learn the relationship between planned excavation trajectories
in existing sand states (input) and the modified sand states after excavation (ground truth). Data is collected
prior to learning by an autonomous excavation routine. This routine (1) generates random trajectories that
are executed by a robotic-arm; (2) uses an RGB-D camera to capture sand states as heightmaps before and
after robotic interaction. Our GAN-assisted design tool predicts rearranged sandscapes by providing robotic
excavation trajectories. Integrated into CAD software, an interactive and iterative design environment is
realised for robotic sand-shaping.

Keywords: digital fabrication, sand, GAN, image-to-image, design tool.

1 INTRODUCTION

Natural granular materials have played an important role in architectural culture since before modern civi-
lization, due to its availability and easy-to-use nature. Today we recognize the quality of its primitive and
site specific materiality that was used to shape the surface of the land into architecture (Rudofsky 1987).
In the context of modern architecture and construction, moving sand has an important role in creating and
sustaining resilient urban and landscape environments (Hurkxkens et al. 2020). Although excavation can
account for 25%–50% of total operational costs in construction (Adam and Bertinshaw 1992, as cited in
Kim et al. 2019), it is still predominantly a manual process that has seen minimal increases in productivity
compared to other sectors. This shortcoming has led to the introduction of automated earth-moving tasks
in recent research (Jud et al. 2021, Hurkxkens et al. 2020). The robotization of earth moving does not
only relieve human workers from physically hard work, it also allows for new computational processes and
reactivates site-specific and dynamic local adaptations in landscape design. Work on integrating robotic
formation strategies with natural granular material has focused mainly on autonomous- and terrain adap-
tive tools and methods for connecting landscapes with digital environments. However, in the context of
autonomous sand-moving, digital terrain modelling needs to be more intuitive and real-time responsive to
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become an integrated design instrument–where the current gap stems from uncertain characteristics inherent
in granular material (Thornton 2015). Our work removes the complexity of digitally designing sandscapes to
leverage the architectural potential of robotic excavation. Building upon advances in 3D scanning, machine
learning and robotic fabrication, it mediates the exchange of knowledge between a digital and a physical
environment (Figure 1). We demonstrate a generative adversarial network (GAN)–assisted design tool for
fast sand simulation, and investigate the applicability of our method by moving sand with an industrial
robotic-arm.

Figure 1: Robotically formed sandscape with ML-informed digital heightmap overlay

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Robotic Sand-Shaping

Taking advantage of the "embodied computation" (Johns et al. 2014) inherent in such natural granular
materials, sand has been used as a design, modelling and research tool across scales. Frei Otto, for exam-
ple, recognized the utility of the self-equalizing angle of repose as a modelling tool (Frei Otto and Berthold
Burkhardt 2009). The introduction of computational design methods and robotic control with sand and other
loose aggregates has demonstrated new potential of these materials as a design medium (Takahashi 2006,
Ahmed et al. 2009, Tumerdem, Deniz and Georgantzi, Marilena and Bakagiannis, Pavlos and Grousopou-
los, Theodoros and Vora, Vhavya and Thangarajan, Jayanthimala and Starsky, Jose and Lara, Naya and
Jokic, Sasa and Sridharan, Swethambari 2011, ?). Procedural Landscapes explored additive and formative
robotic sand forming for the waste-free production of concrete formworks (Gramazio et al. 2014 "Proce-
dural Landscapes 1 and 2"), and was developed further to include depth sensor feedback (Gramazio et al.
2014 "Robotic Landscapes I, II, and III"). Hurkxkens et al. (2020) extends this research by applying adap-
tive feedback systems and dynamic modelling tools towards design strategies that respond to the as-formed
landscape, exploring new dynamic design strategies through repeated robotic excavation in turn. Likewise,
Bar-Sinai et al. (2019) robotically transforms sand in an adaptive manner after retrieving information from
the physical terrain. Such "procedural" projects all operate on an iterative logic in which the robot must
enact a routine in order to reveal the material response and the resulting geometry. Our work attempts to
overcome the constraints of these trial-and-error approaches through the integration of a learning-based sim-
ulation routine that allows designers and algorithms to rapidly predict and review the outcome of robotic
and material actions before they take place.

Recent work by Jud et al. (2021) has demonstrated the potential of large scale free-forming of soil em-
bankments with an autonomous excavator developed at Robotics System Lab (RSL) from ETH Zurich. The
desired shape (i.e. a landscape embankment) is produced in a design environment with inputs from a site
survey and terrain modelling plugin (Docofossor for Rhinoceros 3D). This setup models terrain by applying
primitive shape representations in distance functions to the survey data. Feedback loops allow design up-
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dates based on site conditions to match the digital model with the physical terrain, but predictive simulation
of the material uncertainty is not integrated in the design phase. In summary, while technology for the au-
tonomous excavation of granular materials both at model-scale and on-site has seen numerous developments
in the past decade, there is still a gap in digital design strategies that leverage uncertain materials towards
their architectural potential through digital fabrication. Rather than focusing directly on autonomous ex-
cavation as a design and fabrication tool, the main contribution of this article is the ability to predict the
outcome of robotic motions in sand towards those ends (Section 4.2).

2.2 Sand Simulation

A large part of this problem relates to simulating sand. Different approaches have been proposed from mul-
tiple fields to describe sand behaviour. Terramechanics describes effects of sand in contact with vehicles
or robotic rovers (Pavlov and Johnson 2019, Buse et al. 2016), while work in computer graphics has fo-
cused on visual animations (Tampubolon et al. 2017). Based on these different inputs, Kim et al. (2019)
categorizes four general methods to achieve accurate models. The methods are based on solid mechanics
(in terramachanics), discrete element methods (DEM), fluid mechanics (usually used for realistic anima-
tions) and the height-map approach. The height-map approach simplifies the problem by only considering
dynamics at the surface of the sand, and allows for an easy description of the sand’s steady state in a 2.5D
representation. The inherent computational efficiency of this approach makes it more feasible for robotic
applications (in contrast to the other more computationally expensive methods)–though with a loss of detail
that comes from not considering the detailed interaction of the robotic tool with the volumetric material.
None of these methods provide easy integration with a specific fabrication setup, and would require signif-
icant tuning and calibration in order to relate a physical robotic setup with the nuances of the simulation
environment. Similarly, there is no sand simulation package that is easily accessible to the architectural
community in a computational-resource-efficient and affordable way. Furthermore, there is no integration
with existing CAD packages to explore design processes. In order to validate a design-to-fabrication work-
flow and its potential, it is crucial to have accessible and intuitive design tools. Our research focuses on
the aspects of short-cutting the computationally expensive simulation of natural granular material with a
physically-trained learned model.

2.3 GANs to Accurately Short-Cut Computationally Expensive Simulations

Advances in machine learning and their potential has been explored across disciplines, triggering an interest
in generative AI models to expedite simulations. One of the most common machine learning models in this
area is the generative adversarial network (GAN) which is a neural network proposed by Goodfellow et al.
(2014). We apply a conditional GAN for image based data in the form of an image-to-image translation, also
called pix2pix (?). Using the pix2pix architecture to short-cut simulations has been explored in the fields
of medicine (Wang et al. 2022), robotics (Jegorova et al. 2020) and building sciences (Yousif and Bolo-
jan 2021). Additionally, research to avoid simulation overhead in digital fabrication is getting increasing
attention: Thomsen et al. (2020) trains an image-to-image neural network to learn the general relationship
between physical three-dimensional knits and their initial digital fabrication parameters. The most relevant
work to our study is TopoGAN (Bernhard et al. 2021), which generates topologically optimized structures
almost instantaneously. Integrated with CAD, it provides an iterative design tool for early conceptual design
decisions. Our work extends these concepts towards sand simulation.
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3 METHODS

To investigate new design processes with robotic formation strategies in natural granular material, we de-
velop a custom software and a robotic workcell for autonomous sand manipulation. The software component
includes a human-robot interface, and tools for data collection, model training, and near real-time predic-
tions for our design tool. The hardware aspect includes the fabrication setup, the robot-arm with end-effector,
RGB-D scanning device, and physical sandbox. These are detailed in the following subsections.

3.1 Platform

3.1.1 Fabrication Setup

Deep Sandscape is developed using collaborative robotic manipulator (UR10/CB3)(Figure 2). The 6-axis
robotic arm ("A") has a reach of 1100 mm and can freely push and pull sand with up to 10kgf and is mounted
on a mobile station ("F"). The robotic end-effector consists of a 3D printed tool for shaping the sand ("B"),
and an infrared Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera (Microsoft Kinect v2) ("C"). While many blade shapes could
be applied using our method, we use a single straight blade (5 cm width) for pushing and pulling the sand
. The blade is attached with a simple 3D printed connection to the larger end effector structure, leaving
the option to experiment with other tool shapes for different kinds of natural granular material in future
research. The robot aligns this tool such that it is always perpendicular to the designated toolpath when
in contact with the sand. The purpose of the integrated Kinect scanning device is two-fold: (1) it allows
the workflow to include an adaptive and feedback-based approach; (2) it enables depth-image based data
collection for training the image-to-image GAN. Both the 3D scanner and robot arm are controlled from a
laptop adjacent to the workcell ("G"). Finally, the sandbox has a dimension of 1200 mm × 800 mm × 200
mm ("E") and is filled with dry natural sand ("D") with a grain size of 0.5–1.0 mm which lies between silt
and granules on the Wentworth scale of grain size (Das 2016).

Figure 2: Fabrication setup diagram: A 6-DoF robot arm, B 3D printed end effector, C Kinect v2 3D scanner,
D point cloud of current terrain, E sandbox (1200 × 800 × 200 mm), F workstation base, G laptop computer

3.1.2 Human-Robot Interface

To program the robotic system, a custom interface allows the human operator to control, monitor, and collect
data. Data processing and communication utilizes the Python framework, COMPAS (Mele, Tom Van and
Casas, Gonzalo and Rust, Romana and Bernhard, Mathias and Andrew, Liew and Echenagucia, Tomas and

https://github.com/compas-dev/compas
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Rippmann, Matthias and Dorfler, Kathrin and Oval, Robin and Pastrana, Rafael and Xydis, Achilleas and
Dimitrova, Elitsa and Chen, Li and Johansson, Anton and Leung, Victor and Jodon, Robin and Olivo, Nik
and Lytle, Beverly and Lee, Juney and He, Xingxin and Godwyll, Robin and Koh, Mattis and Ghensi,
Andrea and Taha, Nizar and Kao, Gene 2017). In addition, a pipeline is developed for processing raw depth
images from the Kinect v2 scanner. The building, training and deployment of the pix2pix GAN is done in a
separate software node that is made accessible through API requests, for easy integration into existing CAD
packages (Rhinoceros 3D/Grasshopper).

3.2 Training Data Collection

Data for the pix2pix model is collected by an automated workflow. The workflow consists of two parts: (1)
an autonomous excavation routine, i.e. automated robotic planning without human intervention to consis-
tently collect data for many consecutive hours and (2) data formatting, i.e. processing the raw depth maps
from the 3D scanner to create heightmaps and encode fabrication data into that image.

3.2.1 Autonomous Excavation Routine

Machine learning in architecture can be a challenge due to data availability, in terms of both quality and
quantity. With our study we overcome this limitation by creating an environment for the autonomous collec-
tion of large datasets. Data is collected by scanning physical events, thus collecting actual sand behaviour
in order to learn from real scenarios. To collect this data, an autonomous excavation routine is developed.
As this research aims to develop a model that is adaptive to many terrain situations and design intentions,
we produce varied toolpaths with a random generator with varying levels of complexity. To create a curve
(toolpath), control points are randomly distributed in a 255 mm cubic space (Figure 3 A). By allowing tool-
paths in three dimensions, we can also vary the height of the digging blade (digging depth). Toolpaths are
randomly distributed at different locations in the larger sandbox where the robot-sand interactions take place
(Figure 3 B). The main parameters for curve generation are the number of control points (NCP), degree of
control points (DCP) and degree of curvature (DC). By defining the degree of curvature (DC) both zigzag
and smooth curves can be generated. Figure 4 shows the toolpath range from a simple 2D line to 2.5D
curves. For these experiments, we restrict the parameters to be in the range of 2 to 4 for the number of
control points, 1 to 2.5 for the degree of freedom, and 2 to 3 for the degree of curvature The data gathering
process sequentially captures a depth image of the existing sand state, plans and executes a generated robot
trajectory, and concludes the cycle (beginning the next) by capturing a depth image of the modified state
after excavation.

3.2.2 Data Format

Data is created by scanning physical events, i.e. collecting actual sand behaviour in order to learn from
real scenarios. The main challenge during data collection is obtaining precise 3D measurements of the sand
terrain and translating these into accurate 2D image representations, i.e. heightmaps. In order to maintain
a high fidelity depth image, we reconstruct the sand surface by meshing the captured point cloud, and
transform and render this 2.5D mesh into a heightmap where every pixel edge equals 1 mm in the world
XY coordinate frame, and the depth is mapped to an 8-bit color value (0-255) which represents the relative
coordinate frame Z depth range of 0–150 mm. Thus, black (0) means 0 mm, and white (255) means 150
mm in height. The 2D path and depth of the toolpath are represented using the same mapping convention.

The pix2pix architecture requires pairs of input and output images (H in Figure 5) to learn the relationship
between sand formations and its initial fabrication parameters. Therefore, before and after every excavation
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Figure 3: Autonomous excavation routine diagram: A toolpath generation in the scale of 8 bit (In the table,
CP stands for Control Points, and C stands for Curve), B toolpath deployment into the bounding box of the
sandbox.

Figure 4: Levels of complexity for toolpath generation (NCP: Number of Control Points, DCP: Degree of
Control Points, DC: Degree of Curve): A 2D line, B 2D polyline, C 2.5D polyline (with height variation),
D 2D curve, E 2.5D polyline, F 2.5D curve

iteration, a heightmap of the sand is generated through 3D scanning (A to C in Figure 5). Figure 5 D
shows the combination of heightmap with fabrication data (i.e. planned toolpath). A single input image
is the result of adding both heigtmap and toolpath images, where each of red (R), blue (B), and green (G)
channel contains unique information: heightmap sand (R-channel), robotic toolpath (G-channel), and the
blade depth relative to the heightmap (B-channel). The output image consists of the resulting heightmap
after excavation. To obtain this image pair, a 256 by 256 pixel square is oriented around the generated
toolpath to crop the heightmap (F in Figure 5). The orientation of the cropped image always follows the
direction of the toolpath from top to bottom. The same crop is applied after excavation (G in Figure 5).
For both images, the heightmap zero reference point is remapped according to the lowest point within the
cropped image square. This process allows for the collection of approximately 1,700 samples per 24 hour
period.

3.3 Training of GAN

Only the pixel image values are used for training—no other semantic data is assisted to identify patterns
between toolpath and sand behaviour. We use the Python TensorFlow library to build and train a conditional
generative adversarial network (cGAN) called pix2pix. This Python implementation is based on the image-
to-image translation model presented by ?, and learns a mapping from input images to output images. As
our 2.5D terrain and toolpath information are well represented by this datastructure we make no alterations
to the pix2pix model. Instead we focus on optimizing input-and-output image pairs for highest performan
with different encoding method (Section 3.2.2). With our autonomous data collection, we collected 7,120

https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Figure 5: Data formatting process: A raw RGB image from Kinect, B point cloud of sand surface, C height
map, D randomly generated toolpath in sandbox, E excavation following generated toolpath, F cropping
around toolpath into 256x256 image, G cropping around the excavation into 256x256 image, H data sample
for model training

depth image pairs. To train the model we use a Windows 10 (64 bit) machine with 32 GB RAM, an Intel
i7-9750H CPU Processor and a NVIDIA Quadro RTX 3000 graphics processing unit. To verify how well
the generator network learned to predict the sand self-formation after blade interaction, we retain 20% of
the data for testing purposes. Thus, 5,696 images pairs were used to train the model. Total training time
was 300 min for 150K steps. After training, only the generator is necessary for predicting results for unseen
inputs.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Model Performance

The generator from the trained model and the retained test data set can be used to validate the model. Before
a detailed numerical validation, a visual inspection can be helpful to verify the results in a more intuitive way.
By comparing the predicted images with the actual output, we can observe that the generator performs well
in common scenarios. For example, the model learned to not change the sand terrain where the tool does
not interact with the sand, meaning sand self-formation at places where the tool does interact is predicted
similarly to the ground truth—this includes different types of toolpaths, i.e. lines, curves and with varying
blade depths.

Figure 6: Eight image set examples showing prediction results. Each set consists of, A: input image, B:
ground truth, C: prediction, D: pixel height error. Height error for each pixel coloured in a +12 mm to -12
mm range.
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4.1.1 Pixel Difference Assessment

In our heightmap images, the brightness of the pixels represents the height of the sand. Therefore, we can
easily calculate the pixel brightness difference between the ground truth and prediction to assess the sand
height accuracy (Fig. 6). The computation of the pixel difference as an accuracy measurement involves
two steps: (1) calculate for each pixel the difference in brightness (and thus height difference) between the
prediction and ground truth depth image; (2) calculate the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root-mean-
square error (RMSE) for the entire prediction image. The RMSE metric is sensitive to outliers—larger errors
have a disproportionately large effect, inherently giving more weight to the area of interest—and is therefore
valuable to understanding the similarity between prediction and observation.

4.1.2 Sandscape Prediction Accuracy

The model achieved promising results according to the performance metrics. For the accuracy assessment
we run predictions for 1,400 input images that are kept separate from the training set. This set contains
toolpaths with all levels of complexity as described in Section 3.2.1 and has varying levels of excavation
depth. This test shows a mean absolute error (MAE) of 1.7 mm with a mean maximum absolute error of
12.0 mm. In Figure 8 the probability density function (pdf) of the RMSE is plotted and shows that any
prediction has the highest probability of having an error of around 3.6 mm.

Table 1: Accuracy (n=1,400)

error type value
RMSE (highest probability) 3.6 mm

Mean absolute error 1.7 mm
Mean maximum absolute error 1.2 ×101 mm

4.1.3 Accuracy Loss over Compound Toolpaths

The aforementioned error analysis applies only to a single prediction, but in practice it is necessary to use
sequential simulations to predict compound toolpaths. To understand the error in this context, the accrued
error is calculated. The accrued error is obtained by taking 100 sequential toolpaths from our data set
and predicting the sand terrain after each toolpath. After each toolpath is completed, the entire sandbox is
compared to the ground truth. From this data, the error can be similarly calculated to provide the RMSE.
Figure 9 shows that the accrued RMSE increases almost linearly with the number of the toolpaths. This
is supported by the visual comparison between prediction and ground truth after steps of 20 toolpaths in
Figure 7. We can observe lower accuracy for predictions after many toolpaths compared to predictions after
less toolpaths. In both cases, the visual similarities between prediction and ground truth are easily detectable
(row A in Figure 7), while still remaining within reason for early stage design iterations.

4.1.4 Near Real-Time Prediction Speed

Once the time-consuming task of training the model is accomplished, we can test how fast the model presents
a prediction in order to short-cut the simulation. By presenting an input image in the form of an array (256,
256, 3), the model returns each prediction within 0.16 seconds. This scales linearly, meaning that if we
need a prediction for 20 toolpath interactions at once, a total time of 3.20 seconds is expected. In order to
access the model through a REST API from any client application, such as Rhinoceros 3D and Grasshopper,
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Figure 7: Accrued error over 100 toolpaths, with steps of 20 from i to vi; A prediction, B ground truth, C
height difference.

Figure 8: Probability density function RMSE. Figure 9: Cumulative RMSE.

the model is deployed with TensorFlow Serving and Docker. Requesting predictions through a REST API
introduces some additional delay and returns a result within 0.6 seconds.

4.2 Interactive Design in CAD

The trained model was integrated with popular CAD software Rhinoceros 3D and Grasshopper. We designed
a graphical user interface (GUI) which makes it possible to retrieve depth images from the 3D scanner and
visualize the resulting mesh directly in the viewer. The GUI also allows end users to intuitively design and
modify the input toolpath and to run the solver simply by changing the sliders or toggles, as can be seen in
Figure 10 A.

Figure 10: Graphical user interface: A sliders and toggles for parameters, B visualised input toolpaths and
output, a prediction of sandbox after excavation following the input toolpaths
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The pipeline and GUI allow us to interact with a digital terrain model by enabling fast simulation and
visualization based on the user input without needing physical sand. This cost and time effective design tool
allows users to have a iterative design process until the design reaches the desired quality, by interactively
moving toolpaths in the GUI without operating the physical robot. Figure 11 suggests examples of different
design possibilities. Moreover, the 3D scanning integration makes it possible to interact not only in the
design process, but also in the process of fabrication. Near real time prediction provides a user experience
in between the moments of modelling and fabrication. The user can use the existing scanned terrain as
an input, making and previewing modifications to achieve design objectives while considering the physical
sand as a modeling tool.

Figure 11: Terrain prediction examples for: A grid-like toolpaths, B toolpaths varying terrain conditions, C
repeating toolpaths for more articulated designs.

5 DISCUSSION

This research demonstrates a GAN-based model to simulate sand behaviour in a design application. The tool
was tested through intensive design-and-fabrication iterations with sandscapes. It showed promising results,
and we believe it has the potential to be applied on different scenarios, such as different formation strategies
(e.g. digging or scooping), end-effector shapes (e.g. shovel- or spoon shaped), and different materials (e.g.
clay, gravel, earth, or rocks). The only constraint is that the material has to be treated as a 2.5D landscape
in order to render depth images effectively. The model needs to be retrained for every new scenario, which
is made accessible by the autonomous data collection routine. However, a future approach could be made
more generalizable by integrating additional sensor devices, e.g. to detect pressure or torque force, and
supplementing the dataset to include these additional training parameters.

The design application is accessible by integrating it into existing CAD software. However, with the end-
user in mind and potentially eliminating all complex aspects of uncertain materials, the next step is to create
toolpaths from a target surface. The first option would be to reverse the prediction, i.e. giving toolpaths from
desired heightmaps. However, as complex terrains consist of a combination of toolpaths, the pix2pix model
is not suitable for this goal. Therefore, other solvers can be considered to find a combination of toolpaths.
Preliminary results show that fast simulations unlock the possibility to introduce solvers, such as a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) or Reinforcement Learning (RL), for fabrication data generation.

6 CONCLUSION

Deep Sandscapes demonstrates a use of the pix2pix Generative Adversarial Network model as the basis
for an interactive design tool which facilitates design and fabrication with natural granular materials. This
work creates a new ability to simulate complex material interactions offline, promoting intuitive modelling
and fabrication with abundant and low-embodied energy natural granular materials. The increasing com-
plexity of such materials in the process of design and fabrication were understood by the machine learning
model through a process of learning from real: a 3D scanning based data collection and efficient encoding
method for training the simulator. Our platform includes a fabrication setup and human-robot interface that
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were developed specifically for (1) fully autonomous excavation routines for data collection without human
intervention, and (2) interactive and intuitive design and fabrication with complex materials by enabling
near real-time simulation and visualization. While the experiments were performed at the model-scale,
they helped establish a new approach for iterative sand modelling that carries a wide range of potential for
scaling up, and for applications with other materials of uncertain behaviour. The accessibility of our tool
within a popular CAD software provides new opportunities to consider such complex natural materials as
an architectural resource.
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